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ABSTRACT

The aging effects on composite stiffness are important when structures are monitored under long-term mechanical loads and harsh chemical environment. This work aims to reveal the role of fibre-to-matrix interfacial aging on elastic constants due to a long-term sulfuric acid immersion at a high temperature and pressure. The aging effects of glass fibre matrix interfaces are rather impossible to measure directly and they cannot be easily subtracted from macro scale test results. Here, extensive numerical simulations are automatically run to show the sensitivity of all the essential elastic constants on the experimentally observed output of mechanical tests in reality. Material models are formulated for two different length-scales to understand (1) the sensitivity of the layer's length scale related elastic constants and (2) micro scale material properties. The well-established Halpin-Tsai parameters are used to include interfacial effects. The experimental results show that the aging significantly affects tensile and flexural behavior of glass fibre vinylester epoxy composites: tensile and flexural stiffness decreased 6–49% and ultimate strength values 13–34%. The simulations presented that the degradation of fibre matrix interfaces cannot be excluded and they verified the degradation of glass-fibres' modulus due the conditioning.

1. Introduction

Besides the fact that polymer composites have proven to be superior materials for lightweight applications and integral structures with a minimum amount of fasteners, composites are an excellent selection for pipes and containers for hazardous substances. Containers and process reactors for alkaline and acidic process fluids are typically made of glass fibre-reinforced plastics (GFRPs) in order to realize a product at a reasonable costs and necessary durability. However, due to the complexity of aging mechanisms in GFRP when it is subjected to aqueous solutions, the operational life time and ultimate failure still are difficult to predict accurately [1,2]. Improved predictions of the changes in stiffness because of aging would prevent casualties and financial losses throughout the industry sector.

A significant effort has been made on the creation of damage models of advanced composites during the last two decades. Damage in all its varied modes, three dimensional loading, and different laminate configurations remain an issue under intensive research work for composites. Even when the work to solve damage modelling at ambient laboratory conditions is on-going, the investigation of composite materials’ aging in harsh environments and related damage models must progress alongside. The state-of-art continuum ageing modelling, in the current literature, has been devoted either to:

- the formulation of progress of degradation as a function of time, or,
- the distinguishing of separate effects of fibre, matrix and interface on aging or diffusion of fluids causing the degradation.

The well-known laminate constants and hygro-thermal properties [3] are typically the foundation of the reported aging models, e.g. in the ones that use exponential scaling factors to fit the aging according to experimental data [4]. Oliveira and Creus [5] reviewed the known aging mechanisms in detail and formulated a non-linear viscoelastic model with a creep compliance function to account for aging as a function of time in a general composite layer and run several examples on a finite element basis. However, the degradation in their model is given via state variables, which do not consider a physically understandable material property or distinguish different intralayer aging mechanisms, not to mention effects originating from layer interfaces.
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The interfaces between reinforcement layers with different orientation also influence the laminate aging. The type of the aging in the layer interface depends on the bond preparation meaning the lamination technique and addition of tough polymer phases [6,7].

For carbon fibre-reinforced plastics, the aging of fibres is typically neglected. In turn, the degradation of bare E (ECR) glass-fibres subjected to acidic solutions or other harsh environments has been clearly demonstrated [8,9]. In the case of a composite, the strength of a fibre in a bundle embedded by the matrix is rather impossible to test, and so has the effect of fibre aging on laminate properties left unresolved in the current literature. The matrix polymer in carbon-fibre or glass fibre-reinforced composites is affected by elevated temperatures as well as by any aqueous-acidic fluid absorption. However, the behavior of cross-linked matrices is biased since short-term exposure might not actually deteriorate the polymer network but enhance it via post-cure reactions and, hence, improve the composite's matrix-governed properties [10,11].

The work at hand aims to understand and quantify the effect of fibre aging on the stiffness degradation of GFRP composites subjected to conditioning in sulfuric acid solution (90 °C, 15 bar pressure [12]). The changes in the laminate stiffness and the resulting deformations under static loading can be used to monitor the status and predict probable failure due to aging of a full-scale composite structure. The preceding work has shown that the aging leads to deterioration of ultimate strength and the proof stress limit in thick laminates [13] where the differentiation of separate aging mechanisms could not be demonstrated. Therefore, the first part of this study covers tensile and flexural tests for the matrix and two different laminate lay-ups to reveal aging behavior that is governed by either matrix, fibre or fibre matrix-related interfaces. In the second part of the study, we automatize the execution of looped numerical simulations (see reported applications, e.g. [14,15]) to screen the sensitivity of stiffness to particular aging mechanisms. The material modelling is carried out on two different length scales to trace the essential properties causing observed changes to a test response. Finally, the potential interfacial degradation is studied by fitting the interfacial Halpin-Tsai parameters for the applied GFRP in the aged condition.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Experiments

2.1.1. Laminate and matrix sample preparation

GFRP laminates were fabricated using ECR glass-fibre yarn (E6CR17-2400-386T, 14A, JS/004-2C54, Jushi) and roving tape (E-T450, 230 mm) as reinforcement, and epoxy-vinylster resin (Derakane 441, Ashland Composites; ME-50 LA, Peroxan) as matrix. A rotating mandrel with a square cross-section was used to filament-wind four flat laminates at a time. Two different series were wound using lay-ups of [0°/90°/0°/90°/0°/3/90°/0°/90°/0°/3] (termed here as lay-up 1 and lay-up 2, respectively), where each 0° layer contains 560 g/m² of continuous winding yarn and each 90° layer 450 g/m² of roving. Dry reinforcement was wound and the resin was infused after vacuum bagging the mandrel. The laminates were post-cured for 10 h at 80 °C. Nominal thickness of a cured laminates was 4 mm. In addition to the laminates, pure matrix resin samples with nominal 6 mm thickness were cast on aluminum molds (20 cm × 20 cm).

2.1.2. Conditioning

The cut-off flat laminates (30 cm × 15 cm) were sealed at edges using the matrix resin and individually weighed before the conditioning. GFRP reactors were used to submerge the laminates and matrix samples into sulfuric acid (SAC) medium (50 g/l H₂SO₄ solution with water) at an elevated temperature and pressure (90 °C, 15 bar pressure). In addition, 0.5 g/l of Fe₂(SO₄)₃ was added to hinder the corrosion in the metallic parts of the conditioning system. More details of the reactor used can be found in previous studies [13,12]. The laminates were conditioned for six months and the resin samples for one year to observe degradation originating from aging.

2.1.3. Matrix three-point bending

Three-point bending tests were carried out according to ISO 178:2010. The specimens were cut using a circular saw and polished to planar dimensions of 15 mm × 80 mm. The tests were performed using a testing machine (Electropuls E 3000, Instron) with a 3 kN load cell and computerized control (WaveMatrix, Instron) using a constant displacement rate of 2 mm/min and pre-force of \( F_{\text{pre}} = -15 \) N. The average flexural modulus, proof stress at 0.05% plastic strain, and ultimate strength were determined. All the samples were post-cured and dried in a vacuum oven for three days (50 °C, −0.5 bar vacuum) before testing. Six virgin and six one-year conditioned samples were tested. The flexural (longitudinal) stress \( \sigma_{\text{fl}} \) was calculated using the following equation:

\[
\sigma_{\text{fl}} = \frac{3(F L_{\text{sp}})}{2 w t^3}, \tag{1}
\]

where \( F \) is the test machine force output, \( L_{\text{sp}} \) is the loading nose span, \( w \) is the specimen width, and \( t \) is the specimen thickness. The flexural (longitudinal) strain \( \varepsilon_{\text{fl}} \) was in turn calculated using the following equation:

\[
\varepsilon_{\text{fl}} = \frac{6(d-t)}{L_{\text{sp}}^2}, \tag{2}
\]

where \( d \) is the test machine displacement output. Stress–strain curves were plotted for each specimen individually and the average flexural modulus, proof stress, and strength were calculated and provided with the standard deviations per series.

2.1.4. Tensile tests

Tensile test specimens were prepared according to ISO 527–5 using glass fibre-reinforced epoxy tabs and planar specimen shape of 250 mm × 20 mm. A hydraulic tester (Dartec, 100 kN cell) with a computerized control (Elite Suite, MTS) was used at a constant displacement rate of 1.0 mm/min. An extensometer (MTS) with a gauge length of 25 mm was fixed to the specimen gauge section to record the axial strain. The average Young’s modulus (0..0.2% strain range fit), proof stress at 0.05% nonlinear strain, and ultimate strength based on the first ply failure (FPF), or the first failure by detachment of ex-tensometer, were determined. All the specimens were dried in a vacuum oven until no mass change occurred. Three specimens were prepared for both lay-ups from virgin and six month-conditioned laminates. The engineering tensile stress \( \varepsilon_{\text{eng}} \) was calculated using the following equation:

\[
\varepsilon_{\text{eng}} = \frac{F}{(w t) \varepsilon}, \tag{3}
\]

where \( w \) and \( t \) refer to the average (of three measurement points) width and thickness, respectively, of the tensile test specimen. Stress–strain curves were plotted for each specimen individually and the average modulus, proof stress, and strength were calculated and provided with the standard deviations per series.

2.1.5. ILSS tests

Interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) tests were carried out according to ASTM D2344. Specimens with a planar shape of 26 mm × 10 mm were cut out and polished into exact dimensions. The same hydraulic tester as for the tensile tests was used at a constant displacement rate of 1.0 mm/min and a loading nose separation of 18 mm. All the specimens were dried in a vacuum oven (50 °C) till no mass change occurred (details were reported previously [16]). Six specimens were tested from conditioned and virgin laminates, and also for both lay-ups. ILSS shear strength values according to the standard were calculated and are given in a report [16]. However, shear stress according to the calculation per standard does not represent proper shear stress for a non-unidirectional laminate, and is not used in this study. Here, the test data was used to calculate flexural (longitudinal) stress \( \sigma_{\text{fl}} \) and flexural (longitudinal) strain \( \varepsilon_{\text{fl}} \) using Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively, meaning that the maximum tensile values (peak values) in the specimen were estimated. These values refer to in-plane stress and strain in the ILSS specimen and
are outer layer-wise comparable to the tensile test (Section 2.1.4) load direction, i.e. when considering the outer (unidirectional) layer of the ILSS specimen. Stress-strain curves were plotted for each specimen individually and the average flexural modulus and strength were calculated and provided with the standard deviations per series. The flexural modulus was defined by a linear fit over the 2.0…3.5 ± 0.5% flexural strain range.

2.1.6. Characterisation

The fibre volume fraction \( V_f \) of the composite material was determined using burn-off tests. Laminate samples (25.4 mm × 20 mm) were extracted after tensile testing from the virgin laminate specimens and aged specimens. The tests resulted in total reinforcement weight \( (w_f) \) and the volume fraction was determined using the following formula:

\[
V_f = \frac{1}{1 + \left( \frac{\rho_f}{\rho_m} \right) \left( \frac{w_m}{w_f} - 1 \right)},
\]

where \( w_{tot} \) is the total sample weight, and \( \rho_f \) and \( \rho_m \) are densities of fibre and matrix, respectively. The tests were stabilised before the tests for a minimum of 40 h (20 ± 2 °C, 65 ± 4% RH). The heating was carried out in two steps (0–280 °C, in 60 min; 280–565 °C and hold for 60 min). Fibre density of \( \rho_f = 2.6 \text{ g/cm}^3 \) and matrix density of \( \rho_m = 1.16 \text{ g/cm}^3 \) were used for calculation.

The micro scale failure modes in the tested ILSS samples were analyzed with field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) using an ULTRAplus microscope (Zeiss). The samples were embedded into epoxy blocks, polished, and coated by a thin carbon layer.

2.2. Finite element models and simulation routines

The tensile and ILSS tests were modelled using Abaqus® 2017 (Simulia). Full 3D models of both types of test specimens and for both lay-ups were created. The dimensions of the tensile specimen model were 250 mm × 19.86 mm and the ILSS specimen model 26 mm × 10 mm. The tabs of the tensile specimen were modelled as glass fibre-reinforced epoxy with a lay-up [45°/−45°] (see Table 1) and connected using a tie constraint. The tensile specimen’s tabs were restricted to move in specimen width and thickness directions. The loading was applied by an enforced displacement to the upper tabs (1.5 mm) while the axial movement of the lower tabs was restricted. The ILSS specimen was supported by two half-cylindrical pins (radius 1.6 mm, separation 18 mm) and loaded by a central pin (radius 3.15 mm); all pins were modelled as linear elastic steel. The support pins were restricted from moving and the loading was applied by an enforced displacement subjected to the loading pin (0.25 mm) with horizontal movement restricted. The layers and the loading pins were meshed using linear bricks (C3D8/ C3D8R). For each layer, an element plane was meshed so that the laminates were modelled by 11 and 10 elements in the thickness direction (Fig. 1a).

Equal layer thicknesses (i.e., nominal thicknesses divided by the number of layers) were scaled based on the measured fibre volume fraction and areal weight per reinforcement type (see Section 2.1.1), giving values of 0.363 mm and 0.292 mm for the axial and transverse layer, respectively. Hence, exact laminate thickness values of 3.851 mm and 3.346 mm were used for lay-up 1 and lay-up 2, respectively.

The numerical aging analysis was carried out by applying material modelling on two different length scales. A process-integration and optimization tool Isight® (Simulia) was used to run and synchronize the simulation routines. The alteration of the elastic constants—caused by aging in the real specimens—was automatized (range 0…−50% change per layer constant and ± 25% for fibre and matrix constants) as well as the collective, statistical analysis of the results. For surveying the influence of changes in the layer properties as well as in the micromechanics, 200 simulations were processed per test specimen type, lay-up, and length scale. In detail, a three-step process was used and it involved the input of mapped and altered input parameters for Abaqus by Isight (1), actual finite element (FE) solution per test specimen and lay-up type (2), and the post-processing of the simulation results by Isight (3), see illustration in Fig. 1b. (Optimum) Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method was used for defining the essential combinations of varied material properties (more about sampling convergence in a report [15]). The target response in the FE simulations was stiffness and, given that constant enforced displacement was input, the required reaction force was recorded. A regression analysis was performed to analyse the sensitivity per material constant; Linear term Correlation Factor (LCF) was determined for each variable to resemble its potential to cause the degradation observed experimentally. Finally, an additional fitting routine was implemented for the potential impact of Halpin-Tsai parameters (see Section 2.2.3).

2.2.1. Layer modelling

For a layer’s length scale, each layer was presumed linear, anisotropic continuum with nine practically independent engineering constants forming the following stress–strain model of the linear elastic regime:

\[
\sigma = D \varepsilon, \quad (5)
\]

where

\[
\text{inv}(D) = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{E_1} & -\frac{v_{12}}{E_1} & -\frac{v_{13}}{E_1} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
-\frac{v_{12}}{E_1} & \frac{1}{E_2} & -\frac{v_{13}}{E_2} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
-\frac{v_{13}}{E_1} & -\frac{v_{13}}{E_2} & \frac{1}{E_3} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1/G_{12} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1/G_{13} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1/G_{23}
\end{bmatrix},
\]

and \( \sigma \) is the Cauchy stress tensor and \( \varepsilon \) the tensor for (finite) strains (elastic regime). The consideration of the Poisson effect and related volume change leads to the relation \( \psi_i/E_i = \psi_j/E_j \); basically numerical and theoretical limits can be given according to rational material behavior and stability of the computation. The baseline material property values of the engineering constants (virgin material values) are shown in Table 1. The validity of the models was studied via comparisons of force–displacement plots. The validity was confirmed for the stiffness along the linear portion of the specimen behavior, as illustrated in Section 3.4 later on.

2.2.2. Micromechanics modelling

For the analysis on the micro length scale, the reinforcement and matrix were modelled separately and the conversion into layer’s elastic constants was done by using Microsoft Excel script and by applying an additional process step to the Isight driven routine (Fig. 1b). As a starting point, the GFRP laminate was modeled as a system of fibres and matrix, with fibres having a virgin axial Young’s modulus of 79.79 GPa [18], Poisson’s ratio of 0.2 [19], and matrix having a virgin Young’s modulus of 3.3 GPa [17] and Poisson’s ratio of 0.38 [19]. Also, a constant \( V_f \) was used (being average of the measured values, 59.2%).
The layer material (engineering constants) was modelled using the well-known micromechanical models (all equations given in Appendix A), where the transverse and shear elastic constants were defined using the semi-empirical Halpin-Tsai parameter(s) [20]. These parameters are basically adjustable constants taking into account the uneven load transfer and stress distribution under transverse (or shear) loading. In reality, the uneven transverse stress field is affected by the fibre-matrix interphase, and the influence of the interphase can be thought to affect the Halpin-Tsai parameter value (parameter $i$, see Appendix) of transverse modulus ($E_2$) and shear moduli ($G_{12}$ and $G_{13}$). Furthermore, since typically $G_{12}$ and $G_{13}$ do not match with $G_{23}$, a hypothesis can be set to consider that the Halpin-Tsai parameter is different when determining the modulus $G_{23}$, leading us to analyse two different values in this study ($i$ and $j$, see Appendix A).

### 2.2.3. Quantitative aging in terms of Halpin-Tsai parameters

The potential impact of interfacial aging was studied by fitting the experimentally observed aging via the sole effect of the ‘interfacial’ Halpin-Tsai parameter ($\xi$) parameters. The target was to consider if theoretical pure interfacial aging can explain the aging effects and, thereby, support any significant influence by the fibre-matrix interface upon aging. The study of the interfacial parameters was a two-step process. First, it was studied whether any realistic deviation of the values can result in the experimentally observed aging effects in tensile and ILSS tests ($\xi$ values ranging from 0 to 100 through the simulation routine, any value above 100 being deduced false [20]). Second, exact values were fitted for a theoretical case where the aging is purely due to interfacial degradation. The tensile and ILSS test simulations with linearly decreasing $\xi$ values were run until reaching the experimentally determined aging effect. The fitting was made presuming the effect of $\xi$ the same on tensile and shear moduli ($\xi_i = \xi_j$) and also for a case where only shear modulus is affected ($\xi_i = 0$).

### 3. Results and analysis

#### 3.1. Matrix aging

The results of the three-point bending tests for the matrix are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the stiffness went through a moderate (22%) but clearly observable aging: the average flexural modulus was determined to be 3.5 ± 0.1 GPa and 2.7 ± 0.1 GPa, for the virgin and SAC conditioned specimens, respectively. The ultimate strength, in turn, has increased significantly (109%) with the average values of 54 ± 5 MPa and 112 ± 16 MPa, for the virgin and SAC conditioned specimens, respectively. The proof stress of the conditioned specimens was determined (105 ± 13 MPa) whereas virgin specimens failed in a brittle manner reaching less than 0.05% plastic (non-linear) strain.
Clearly, the pure matrix turned out to be stronger and more ductile after the one-year SAC conditioning.

3.2. Laminate aging

The determined weight fraction of fibres in the composite specimens was 76.5 ± 1.3%, which leads to a fibre volume fraction of \( V_f = 59.2\% \). No observable difference was noted between the virgin and aged samples.

The overall change in the failure mode of tensile specimens is shown in Fig. 2b and force-strain curves of the tensile tests are shown in Fig. 3. The overall failure mode was not observed largely changed when comparing those of both lay-ups. The laminate with the lay-up 1, with a dominating amount of axial fibres, has undergone a 17% decrease in Young’s modulus (41.7 ± 2.6 GPa compared to 34.7 ± 2.1 GPa) and an extensive 42% decrease in strength (602 ± 93 MPa compared to 346 ± 90 MPa) and also brittleness (proof stress could only be determined for the virgin laminate, at 263 ± 92 MPa). The results for the lay-up 2 (Fig. 3b) show that an increase in the transverse reinforcement led to only a nominal 5.6% decrease in Young’s modulus (28.5 ± 3.3 GPa compared to 26.9 ± 2.5 GPa) and, indeed, to a 13% decrease in strength (602 ± 93 MPa compared to 346 ± 90 MPa). The overall failure mode was not observed largely changed when comparing those of both lay-ups. The laminate with the lay-up 1, with a dominating amount of axial fibres, has undergone a 17% decrease in Young’s modulus (41.7 ± 2.6 GPa compared to 34.7 ± 2.1 GPa) and an extensive 42% decrease in strength (602 ± 93 MPa compared to 346 ± 90 MPa) and also brittleness (proof stress could only be determined for the virgin laminate, at 263 ± 92 MPa). The results for the lay-up 2 (Fig. 3b) show that an increase in the transverse reinforcement led to only a nominal 5.6% decrease in Young’s modulus (28.5 ± 3.3 GPa compared to 26.9 ± 2.5 GPa) and, indeed, to a 13% decrease in strength (602 ± 93 MPa compared to 346 ± 90 MPa) and also brittleness (proof stress could only be determined for the virgin laminate, at 263 ± 92 MPa). The results for the lay-up 2 (Fig. 3b) show that an increase in the transverse reinforcement led to only a nominal 5.6% decrease in Young’s modulus (28.5 ± 3.3 GPa compared to 26.9 ± 2.5 GPa) and, indeed, to a 13% decrease in strength (602 ± 93 MPa compared to 346 ± 90 MPa) and also brittleness (proof stress could only be determined for the virgin laminate, at 263 ± 92 MPa) when considering the aging effects in the matrix (Fig. 2a), the results with both lay-ups suggest that either the fibres or the interfaces must have damaged due to the aging. Because the decrease in tensile Young’s modulus was higher for the lay-up 1 and also because the amount of decrease was clearly higher than pure matrix aging would let anticipate (0.408 × 22% = 9%), the degradation of fibre stiffness is obvious.

The stress-strain curves of the ILSS tests are shown in Fig. 4. The lay-up 1 laminate, with a dominating amount of axial fibres, did not markedly degrade in terms of flexural stiffness (10.4 ± 3.6 GPa compared to 9.8 ± 2.2 GPa) but the ultimate flexural strength decreased 26% (433 ± 55 MPa compared to 321 ± 19 MPa). The results for the lay-up 2 (Fig. 4b) show that an increase in the transverse reinforcement led to a significant decrease in stiffness within the conditioning (49%), according to the determined values of 14.3 ± 1.4 GPa and 7.3 ± 1.3 GPa, for the virgin and conditioned laminate, respectively. Likewise, the flexural strength was 34% lower for the conditioned specimens (387 ± 48 MPa compared to 287 ± 20 MPa). In general, when a laminate involves a dominating amount of transverse reinforcement, the behavior of the matrix and fibre matrix interface begin to govern the laminate mechanical response. The revealed fact, that the lay-up 2 experienced more severe decrease in flexural stiffness (as well as strength) than the lay-up 1, indicates aging of the fibre matrix interface. The effect of fibre matrix interfaces is difficult to clearly point out based on the macro scale test results and, hence, characterisation of micro scale failure modes and numerical analyses are necessary.
3.3. Failure modes

The failure modes observed in the ILSS specimens’ cross-sections are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. All the cross-sections were cut along the long-axis of the specimen. The macroscopic failure mode in the specimens with the lay-up 1 was mostly interlaminar between the filament wound axial layers independent of the condition (Fig. 5). Especially for the virgin laminate, ILSS tests resulted in local fibre buckling on the upper surface with compressive loading. Distinctively, the effect of aging was shown by shattered axial fibres on the lower part of the specimen where tensile load prevails—this clearly suggests degraded fibre properties since the matrix strength was improved. The interfacial damage tended to occur more on the matrix side and could suggest a change in the fibre matrix interfacial strength.

The increase in transverse reinforcement at the neutral axis of the specimen (i.e. lay-up 2, Fig. 6) expectedly led to a change in the ILSS failure mode. The presumed failure occurred amidst the neutral axis due to shear load and propagated through the transverse layers and further towards the specimen free end. For the lay-up 2, the aging did not observably affect the micro scale failure mode. However, the significantly decreased flexural stiffness and strength values suggest that the composite’s shear modulus and further the fibre-matrix interfacial strength decreased because of aging. It should be noted that a post-test analysis of the failure modes does not produce clear information about the changes in stiffness.

3.4. Sensitivity analysis

In order to separately study the effects of fibre degradation and fibre...
matrix interface, numerical sensitivity analyses were run. First, the validity of the models was studied. For both test types, the FE models were observed slightly stiffer compared to experiments, as is typical. For the linear behavior range (as defined for tensile and flexural modulus here), good correlation was found for the virgin material properties and for both lay-ups (Fig. 7) giving a solid basis for the simulations of aging effects.

The sensitivity analyses were carried out by surveying the effect of different combinations of engineering constants of the single layer material model. The results for the tensile test simulation and the two lay-ups are shown in Fig. 8. The analysis for the tensile test naturally highlights the governing influence of axial modulus ($E_1$) on the specimen stiffness, noting that both lay-ups involve a dominant amount of axially oriented reinforcement layers. When the number of transverse layers is increased (for the lay-up 2), the influence of transverse modulus ($E_2$) starts to play a role.

The simulation results for the ILSS tests on the layer scale are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that, in addition to the dominating effect of $E_1$, the stiffness in the thickness direction ($E_3$) affects the simulation results due to the deformation by the out-of-plane force (loading pin). The sensitivity of the results on the shear moduli $G_{13}$ and $G_{23}$ is observable but low for the lay-ups in this study. The influence of $G_{13}$ is clear because of the high shear load upon an ILSS test and the dominating amount of 0° layers. Because of the 90° layers, also $G_{23}$ has an effect. The load transfer between different directions (Poisson’s effects) does not observably affect the aging-tension or aging-bending response.

In the second numerical analysis phase, sensitivity analyses were run with an additional routine to implement the micromechanical models for determining the layer model’s engineering constants. The results (Figs. 10 and 11) show that the fibre stiffness ($E_f$) has a dominating effect on the load–displacement response for both tensile test and ILSS test—agreeing directly with the engineering constant based analysis (a dominating effect by $E_f$). The difference between the tensile test and ILSS test is that the sensitivity to the values of other factors than fibre modulus is higher for the ILSS test. For the tensile test, it is not probable that stiffness degradation could be explained by other phenomena than fibre degradation (laminate behavior is not sensitive to other than fibre stiffness, see Fig. 10). On the other hand, the observed insensitivity means that the degradation of other properties, such as interfacial micro scale strength, is essentially not shown in the tensile response.

Due to the strong loading of interfaces (shearing of transverse layers at neutral plane) during ILSS testing, it is probable that a change in the matrix and interface dominated properties reveals itself. The simulation results on ILSS (Fig. 11) show that the flexural stiffness is highly sensitive to the changes in matrix modulus as well as in the interfacial parameters (Halpin-Tsai parameters for moduli $E_2$, $E_3$, $G_{13}$, $G_{12}$). Interestingly, the sensitivity to interfacial parameters (either $G_{ij}$ or $\xi_i$ for shear moduli) is even higher than the sensitivity to the matrix modulus for both lay-ups studied.

Fig. 7. Comparisons between the FE models and experiments: a) force–displacement curves for the tensile testing; b) force–displacement curves for the ILSS testing.

Fig. 8. Sensitivity analysis results on the layer model and regarding the laminate tensile stiffness: a) for the lay-up 1; b) for the lay-up 2.
3.5. Model parameters for GFRP aging

As a final analysis step, it is needed to study whether the experimentally observed degradation could be explained quantitatively by interfacial degradation or not. The target change in the flexural stiffness was determined according to the test results from experiments (see Table 2). Since the effect of $\xi$ is to monotonically increase the value of both Young's moduli and shear moduli, as shown in Fig. 12, the reference point of simulation was set to the lowest stiffness, i.e., when $E_2 = 0$. Then, the target force as an acceptance criterion was set based on the ratio of experimental values of virgin specimens to those of aged specimens. The results of the iteration, in Tables 3 and 4, show that the degradation observed in tensile tests can only be covered by the interfacial effect on transverse modulus $E_2$ via $\xi$ (see Eq. (A.2) and Fig. 8). However, it is needed to cover almost the entire range (88%) of the $\xi$ values—here the maximum value per typical theories is presumed two [20]. In contrast, degradation of the flexural modulus upon ILSS tests can be readily covered in the case of the lay-up 1. However, since the ILSS test is only sensitive to $E_1$ via $\xi$ and there is no difference in the sensitivity to shear moduli between the lay-ups, the simulated aging effect is merely originating from the degradation of matrix under compression (under the loading pin). This effect and the relation to a change in the value of $\xi$ is because of the assumption that $E_2 = E_3$. It is interesting to see that the target degradation for lay-up 2 cannot be reached with any reasonable value of $\xi$ (0...100).

4. Discussion

In the current literature, the aging of GFRP laminates subjected to hygro-thermal conditioning as well as due to various chemicals has been demonstrated for different matrix polymers. In detail, because of the diffusion of constituent ions of $H_2SO_4$, the effect of pure moisture, or its dissociated components $OH^-$ and $H_3O^+$ on the matrix and fibre matrix interface [21,22] oppose the effects solely by acid molecules and sulfurous ions [23]. Due to the sheer size of the molecules, the penetration and effects by moisture are typically beyond those of acid [24]. The Mori–Tanaka solutions and the modified Benveniste solutions have been used to reveal the separate aging effects in 2D arrays of fibres and matrix. Fisher and Brinson [25] studied the effect of viscoelastic interphases on shear moduli and showed that the interphase is not likely to affect the aging effect in terms of (aging) time-shift rates. Recently, simulations using representative volume elements (RVEs) have been used to understand the separate effects of matrix, fibre and fibre matrix-related interphase. Rocha et al. [26] simulated 2D arrays accounting for different RVE sizes and interphase thicknesses to understand the overall diffusion in fibrous composite materials—they concluded that the interphase tends to enable better fit with experiments when orthotropic interfacial diffusion is accounted for.

Here, the experimental results for the tensile testing and ILSS testing indicated a clear, expected decrease in the tensile and flexural stiffness. The numerical sensitivity analysis revealed that the observed...
degradation can only be due to deterioration of layer Young’s moduli—only minor influence is accommodated through changes in shear deformation or Poisson’s effect. The well-known micromechanical models determining the layer properties in turn showed that the tensile stiffness for either of the lay-ups can not be produced by realistic matrix aging or changes at fibre matrix interfaces but only by the aging of fibres. However, presuming that Halpin-Tsai parameters cover interfacial effects, it was shown that a typical value range of the parameters can solely produce the flexural stiffness deterioration observed in ILSS tests. Therefore, since interfacial effects are not shown by the tensile tests (Fig. 8) and because the stiffness deterioration was more pronounced for the lay-up 2, interfacial aging by the SAC immersion is highly probable to exist in this study. However, it influences laminate behavior via changing the layer-wise Young’s modulus in the thickness direction ($E_3$, see Fig. 9) and under local compressive loading.

It is not known how exactly interfacial aging could affect composite transverse stiffness. Basically, interfacial detachment of matrix from the fibres could occur already over the ('linear') low-strain loading regime of an aged laminate. Alternatively, in the event of non-mechanical but chemical destruction of interfacial bonds during immersion, gradual sliding or opening of micro cracks upon external loading could lead to lower overall stiffness of the composite. This type of mechanism could be the reason behind the mostly non-linear stress–strain response during the ILSS tests (Fig. 4), and is also supported by the SEM imaging (e.g., Fig. 5). To verify the micro scale mechanisms at interfaces, fracture mechanics modelling of fibre matrix interfaces would be needed along with proper micro scale experiments. Zhang et al.[10] studied thermo-oxidative aging using RVEs on the length scale of tows and found out that interfacial damage significantly affects the compressive stiffness in transverse direction ($\approx 26\%$ of the modulus deterioration).

The FE modelling by Zhang et al. included a cohesive zone model of the carbon fibre matrix interface, thus, was theoretically able to include the fibre matrix bond degradation in the RVE. However, for a glass fibre-reinforced composite, fibres cannot be presumed inert making it challenging to model single-fibre aging or to compare the results with the study by Zhang et al.

## 5. Conclusions

This work aimed to reveal the sources of aging on GFRP laminate stiffness when subjected to sulfuric acid–water immersion (90°C, 15 bar). Tensile and interlaminar flexural tests were carried out for two different laminate lay-ups to emphasise fibre and matrix dominated behavior. The two tests were simulated by using finite element models for both lay-ups and material models on two different length scales. Several hundreds of simulation cycles were automatically run to determine statistical sensitivities of elastic constants per material model. Based on the results, we conclude that the SAC immersion leads to the
following degradation and origin:

- the flexural modulus of the epoxy-vinylester matrix decreased by 22% but the ultimate strength increased by 109% after one-year immersion;
- the tensile Young’s modulus of the GFRP cross-ply laminate decreased by 5.6–17% and the ultimate strength by 13–42% after six months of conditioning;
- the deterioration of tensile properties is caused by lower $E_1$ and $E_2$ on the layer length scale;
- the flexural stiffness of the composite was 6–49% lower and the flexural strength 26–34% lower after six months of conditioning;
- the deterioration of flexural stiffness is caused by lower $E_1$ and $E_3$ where $E_1$ is affected by fibre matrix interfaces via Halpin-Tsai parameters;
- on the micro scale, the aging is mainly subjected to the fibres and the aging of interfaces cannot be excluded as regards the linear elastic response within bending.
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## Appendix A. Micromechanical model with interphase related parameters

Given that axial fibre stiffness ($E_f$) and composite’s volume fraction ($V_f$) are known, the axial (0°) modulus of an unidirectionally reinforced layer is calculated by using the rule of mixtures:

$$E_1 = V_f E_f + (1 - V_f) E_m,$$

where voids are not taken into account as they are not explicitly modelled, and $E_m$ is the Young’s modulus of the matrix (epoxy-vinylester matrix here). For the transverse Young’s modulus, the well-known (see introduction e.g. in [20]) Halpin-Tsai relationship yields:

$$E_2 = \frac{E_m (1 + \xi_2 V_f)}{1 - \eta V_f},$$

where $\eta$ and $\xi$ are parameters to account for a set factors, such as interfaces and interphases around the fibers, that affect the transverse load transfer through the reinforced medium. The parameter $\eta$ is defined:

$$\eta = \frac{\eta_0}{\eta_0 + \xi},$$

where $\xi$ is typically considered as an adjustable parameter. Here, it is presumed that $E_2 = E_3$. Similarly as for $E_2$, an equation can be derived for the in-plane shear modulus:

$$G_{12} = \frac{G_m (1 + \xi_2 \eta_2 V_f)}{1 - \eta V_f},$$

where $G_m$ is the (known) shear modulus of matrix, and $\eta$ is given by Eq. (A.3) for $j = i$ and $E \rightarrow G$. Furthermore, it is presumed that $G_{12} = G_{13}$. However, the value of $G_{13}$ typically differs from those of the two other ply shear moduli [20], and it can be derived for a transversely isotropic layer (in addition to relation $\nu_{12}/E_1 = \nu_{21}/E_2$):

$$G_{13} = \frac{E_2}{2(1 + \nu_{12})}.$$  

The modelling of ply Poisson’s ratios requires further consideration. For axial direction, an equal strain approximation is rather accurate, so that simple rule of mixtures can be applied for the in-plane Poisson’s ratio $\nu_{12}$:

$$\nu_{12} = V_f \eta + (1 - V_f) \nu_{me},$$

where the Poisson’s ratio of fibre ($\nu_f$) and matrix ($\nu_{me}$) are presumed as known constants. For a finite element application, it assumed that $\nu_{12} = \nu_{11}$ (not true in detail) and that $\nu_{12} = \nu_{13}$. Then, the third direction Poisson’s effect is derived based on the overall volume change ($\Delta = \nu_2 + \nu_3 = \alpha_0/K$) due to the hydrostatic stress ($\sigma_0$):

$$\nu_{13} = 1 - \nu_{21} = \frac{E_1}{3K},$$

where $K$ is the bulk modulus. An approximation of the composite bulk modulus, according to the equal stress assumption, reads as follows:

$$K = \frac{\sigma_0}{\Delta} = \left( \frac{V_f}{K_f} + \frac{1 - V_f}{K_m} \right)^{-1}.$$
For the fibre, being anisotropic in reality, the bulk modulus is estimated here as follows:

\[ K_f = \frac{E_f}{3(1 - 2\nu_f)}. \]  

(A.9)

Bulk modulus for matrix naturally follows the isotropic formulation (such as Eq. (A.9)).
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